IsatPhone Pro coverage

For basic calls, SMS, email texting and
location sending.
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Iridium GO
Voice & 2.5kbps data, Wi-Fi for up to 5 Apple®
or Android™ devices.
App based email service, weather, social networking,
GPS tracking etc. Hardware price $1295 + GST.
Prepaid and Postpaid plans available.
Can be built up with external antenna for use indoors.
Restricted by speed.

Inmarsat and VSAT Airtime Solutions. Stay Connected Anywhere.
Visit the website for more information: www.gmdas.com.au
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Stay Connected Anywhere
ISatHub
The ISatHub is a similar service as the GO
but service is through the Inmarsat network.
Hardware is slightly more expensive but with
higher speeds. $1750 + GST

Terra 800
Terra 800 is a fixed Inmarsat terminal capable
of connecting to a telephone handset or PABX.
Hardware pricing in US$ from US$1700 + GST.
Airtime packages are available in pre-paid or postpaid
(inclusive calls) plans. Ideal for head office use for
calling to and from fleet vessels at cheap rates.

The network is
anticipated to
be live Q1 2016.

VSAT Antenna Systems

GX Antenna Range

VSAT Antenna systems are available for an “always

Available for the Inmarsat Global Express Network,

on” solution for multiple users and calls.

operating on the Ka frequency band capable of

They are available in fixed, flyaway or auto-deploy

data throughput up to 50Mbps. These antennas are

configurations. Higher speed data and local calling

available in fixed, flyaway, flyaway auto-point and

capabilities are a feature.

auto-deploy.
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GMDAS Head Office:
107 Forsyth Street,
O’Connor 6163, WA
(08) 9331 0050
info@gmdas.com.au
www.gmdas.com.au

Branches Australia Wide
& International
Perth, South Australia,
Sydney, Brisbane,
Singapore & Vietnam

24 Hour Technical Support
Tel +44 (0) 1737 648 800
Fax +44 (0) 1737 648 888
Email: support@nsslglobal.com
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GMDAS SatComs Solutions

BGAN Systems
The BGAN offers voice, data, Bluetooth & Ethernet connectivity for multiple users up to 1200kbps.
Available in lightweight portable options or vehicle mounted configurations. Hardware costs start
from US$2500.

Explorer 325 Terminal
EXPLORER 325 is a compact BGAN system
for

on-the-move

communication.

The

system consists of three fully integrated
units: a transceiver, an IP handset and a roof
mountable antenna with magnetic mounts.

Explorer 510 Terminal
Ultra-portable and easy to use, this lightweight BGAN terminal
is a powerful next generation tool for field communication
worldwide.

Explorer 710 Terminal
Internet

browsing,

broadcasting,
transfers,

phone

video

email,
services,

conferencing,

live

video

large
live

file

video

streaming and VPN and the new BGAN HDR
service are all possible with the 710 on the
BGAN satellite network. Dual units provide
speeds of up to 1.2MB with bonding feature.

Inmarsat and VSAT Airtime Solutions. Stay Connected Anywhere.
Visit the website for more information: www.gmdas.com.au
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Our lightweight “FlyAway” deployable VSAT system
provides up to 8Mbps internet, anywhere in
the world.
By using our custom designed pointing application,
the Broad-IP “FlyAway” can be easily set up by
the user without the need for a VSAT engineer
to achieve optimum signal quality in a matter
of minutes.
Our Broad-IP packages allow unlimited internet
for a fixed monthly fee, making this a cost
effective solution for high data users.

No Engineer Required
Our smartphone app permits “line-up” of the flyaway VSAT with the satellite
without the need for expensive, bulky and complex spectrum analysers.
It requires minimum training to quickly deploy and operate the system in a
matter of 15-20 minutes.

Compact to transport
At under 20kg per box the system can be taken
as checked luggage on most commercial flights,
meaning it’s ready to be deployed as soon as
you arrive.
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